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Obtaining an approximation to the losses incurred 
during the year, by excluding the payments for 

re»eii*d, ' losses outstanding at the beginning of the year, and
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t including the amounts estimated for those of the 
still unsettled, the ratio of the losses incurred 

received comes out 107.7b per cent.,
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which is 56.82 per cent, greater than the 50.94 of the 
j previous year, and is 38.26 per cent, greater than the 

for the last fifteen years (69.50). The fol-
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The loss rate for 1904 (107.06) is greatly above, . , average
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The gross amount of policies, new and renewed, higher than that of i<)03 (|-5°4)- 1 !l' *“ss rat0
taken during the year by fire companies‘was $.,- (-07.06) is 5540 per cent greater than the loss rate
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Ihc .ini.inm taken in nyi. The premium, charged greater lhan the average os, ra 
thereon amounted in IQ04 to $l6,oo6,q6q.26, being 1 past thirty-six years.
MW? greater than the amount charge,I the The rate per cent, of premiums charged upon 

7 77 B The rate of premiums (,-507) is I risk, taken ,s shown m the following table : -
previous, year.
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of $29,223,640 and among American corn- 
increase of $17,078,664.

Tin increase In the amounts taken in 1904 as 
compared with 1903 among Canadian companies is panics there 
$22,728,037. Among British companies there is an
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is an

Working expenses ;
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

the capital, assets, liabilities, land owned and 
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In our last issue we gave 
Canadian Pacific Railway so 
accounts went for the past year.
Ing table gives an exhibit of the capital, the assets 0 ..raingn ■
and liabilities as on 30th June. 1905. also the re- The sltUation of the Canadian Pacific Railway 
ami iianimie a Company in respect to its possessions of lands and
ceipts and expenditures 1 - ,|ie tinancjng thereof is one of extreme interest to
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